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Look for the Labyrinth creatures every afternoon at siesta time around 5-6pm, find out about the prize you can win. 

WEATHER 
FORECAST

day 29°C | 84°F
nighT 19°C | 66°F

fellow ozorians!
do not forget to set your parking / emergency hand-brakes and find some wheel chocks, rocks, bricks, logs, etc to put behind or in front of your tires! 
small children can only use the toilets with parental guidance. do not throw anything except toilet paper in the toilets. take care of each other and 
watch out for your friends! campfire take care of the camp fire! also check for any fire-related updates in the ozorian prophet or on radiozora fm 91.6.  
please make sure that your dog/s are on a leash at all times. you are responsible for your loved ones! 

lineup overview
By Para Halu– p4
gastro 
COOKING GROVE – p3
egotrip
Off the map – p3

inSidE

tune in
On 
Radiozora
on fm 91.6

 PRiSmA

TRixx WEATHERmAn 
REPORTS

The weather is warming 
up again! Zero rain and 
lively southerly winds on 
the lookout. Loads of sun-
shine coming, and extreme 
UV radiation with it. Get 
those sunscreen lotions out 
and stay hydrated! 

ASTROLOGY

Powerful energies sur-

face on this fourth 

day of the festival. It’s 

a day when you have 

the power to fight for 

your beliefs and you 

can set the realiza-

tion of plans into mo-

tion because the Moon 

in Virgo makes people 

not only practical but 

rational as well and 

paired with the ener-

gies you need to over-

come any obstacles. 

Nothing can stop us 

today. You should tap 

into astral energies, 

work with your bio en-

ergies and if anything, 

avoid passivity because 

it’s time to act and any-

thing you believe in and 

do will be successful.

Today is symbolized 

by the tiger, which in 

Chinese culture is con-

sidered the king of all 

beasts and represents 

powerful energy, also 

associated with Tsai 

Shen Yeh, the Chinese 

God of Wealth.

 inTERviEW

Continuing our ‘On 
the Way To O.Z.O.R.A.’ 
series, we caught up with 
Ralph Knobloch, namely 
Braincell to ask him how 
he sees the psytrance 
scene, its musical trans-
formation, evolution 
and how his own musical 
world developed into its 
present form.

– Let me ask you for a short 
introduction first, supple-
mented with some basic 
questions, like your favorite 
color, animal and drink, as 
these are the facts that most 
are interested by.
– OK, my favorite color 
is black, my animal the 
Tasmanian devil, and my 
favorite drink is Caip-
irinha…and beside that 
I’m coming from south 
Germany, but living in 
Switzerland and make 
music since 20 years 
now….
– Oh, we can say that 20 
years is a long time in this 

scene, some of the festival 
crowd people are younger 
than this.  What were 
your first steps towards 
becoming a musician?
– I started making music as 
a kid playing an old guitar 
from my brother, later on 
electric guitar and also tried 
out all kinds of instruments 
like trumpet and flutes, 
played in a orchestra for a 
while and ended up playing 
around with an Roland 101, 
which cached my ears and 
myself to make more elec-
tronic music. so i focused 
on the electronic stuff and 
learned how to get along 
with a pc to record all that 
stuff together with Jay from 
Rastaliens and here we are 
now, still making music and 
loving it ;)
– You blasted the  crowd’s 
mind with your musical 
thoughts  at parties and 
festivals with different 
projects like Rastaliens, 

continues on page 2 >

Without Boundaries

 WORKSHOP

 Grappling With The Data

by Julian Palmerby Spacehippie

photo by Yonatan Benaksas

What we have seen globally over the 
last 10 years in a rapid increase in 
the use of DMT, which is a primary 
visionary element in Ayahuasca tea, 
as well crystal DMT which is smoked, 
and also Changa, an infusion of DMT 
into herbs including Ayahuasca, a 
blend I 1st developed and named. 

I believe there is a good reason why 
so many people are attracted to the 
intensities of these tryptamine experi-
ences, as they clearly do connect people 
to expansive visions and insights, which 
give the individual a deeper understand-
ing of reality and subsequent meaning-
fulness. 
As someone who has been exploring 
these states for 17 years, facilitating 
ayahuasca circles for 14 years, I have 
some insights into how to enable people 
to come to terms with these experiences. 
After talking to thousands of people, you 
hear the same types of experiences and 
individual responses to these experienc-
es, and you see patterns in how people 
interpret the data and how they come to 
terms with it. 
And people often do have difficulty 
coming to terms with what they ex-
perience in these states. The baseline 

scientific materialistic position, which 
is pretty much the religion of our time, 
is that these states represent a kind of 
"hallucination", a mere drug experience, 
often pooh poohed or dismissed without 
rational reasoning. Many people have 
all kinds of convoluted explanations for 
the deep tryptamine experience, but 
I would suggest as per Occums Razor, 
the simplest explanation is often more 
likely to be the correct one. I think it is 
also useful as an inquiry into the human 
mind, as to why so many of the most 
muscley minds resist simply accepting 
there is something bigger than itself! 
In my talk, "Grappling With The Data", 
I want to explore why people have the 
views that they do have, how we can 
interpret what happens to us, and how 
to understand its possible relevance and 
meanings, and furthermore how these 
integrated insights can effect how we act 
and live in the world.  
My understanding is that there certainly 
is something "more out there", and that 
so many people find these states to be 
so profound and life altering would 
strongly suggest that people are actually 
finding there is something "out there".

continues on page 4 >
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 Name: Alex
 Age: 44
 Country: Germany

interviewed by norion & levtoystore

 Tell us about your best road trip to O.Z.O.R.A.!
 This my first road trip to O.Z.O.R.A. On Tuesday I bought this camper and we   
 made the decision to come to O.Z.O.R.A.  – so everything had to go very fast. It  
 took us 2 days to come here because when you go up to the mountain, you can   
 drive 50-60 km/h... on the highway! (hahahaha)
 Please introduce your little tribe!
 These are very friendly people from France, from Paris. They camped here
 already and I asked them if I can park my camper here and they said “yes, sure”!
 How long does it take to set it up and back?
 I started collecting 2 years ago. It takes maybe a half day or maybe 2 days to set 
 it up. Back it’s much faster.
 Newest item: The car or my beautiful girlfriend. We met last week for the first  
 time, we are fresh on honeymoon.
 Oldest item: It’s a good question… I hardly remember what happened yesterday.  
 (hahaha)
 Most useful item: A knife.
 Prettiest item: A smile.
 Most beloved item: The community. Everybody is smiling and everybody is   
 saying “hello”.  It’s very friendly here. It’s nice, I like it.
 Must have: Enough water.
 Pain in the ass: I don’t have any pain. I have a camper.
 How do you beat the weather?
 When it’s hot, I wear a hat, when it’s cold, I wear a jacket, when it’s raining, I go  
 to my camper.
 How do you deal with the noise?
 When it’s too loud, I’m angry, because I produce music. It’s a bad thing when the  
 stereo is EQ-ed too hard and the high frequencies are going so f***ing badly in   
 your brain . It’s tiring.
 What is you ultimate camping tip?
 Plan before you go camping. Think about what you will need. Have structure!
 What do you think about the Ozorian campsite?
 It’s nice. A lot of small hills, nature and a lot of green. The showers and toilets   
 are looking nice too. I like it.
 What is your next destination?
 I have to go back to Hamburg. But me and my girlfriend are planning a tour   
 around the world with this camper. She makes paintings and I make music. I want  
 to live the pure hippie life. Now is the perfect time, I have a wonderful girl on my  
 side, a camper and enough money. So f*** off and go ahead!

 O.Z.O.R.A. HOME
continued from page 1 >

Solar Spectrum and principally in the 
last few years as Braincell. How can you 
describe, from your point of view, the 
styles that your projects represent under 
these names?
– To start with „Rastaliens“, these is a 
project together with my friend Jay Kassel 
aka Southwild, in which we started to make 
electronic music. Before we played in a 
rock band, but it split up, so we decided to 
continue making music and got involved 
into psytrance 1994. Since we had our first 
live act in Switzerland at some friends 
parties, we realized, that music is what we 
wanna do. We got inspired from so much 
artists around like Koxbox, the Infinity 
project, Hallucinogen in the early days 
and as we came together with our friends 
from Boom Records, we got the chance to 
even spread out more of our tracks and 
the bookings came along as well….., After 
a while of making music there was the 
time for bringing out my own ideas, that’s 
when I started with „Braincell“ and „Solar 
Spectrum“ shortly after…. With Braincell I 
try to combine some music which reminds 
me from the older times, plus keeping the 
Psychedelic in the tracks, creating hopefully 
a nice journey , music for the brain. With 
Solar Spectrum I discovered the more 
progressive side of mine and the music is 
more wider, slowed down and has more 
atmospheric sounds in it. Since I’m doing 
this now nearly for 2 decades, I started to do 
also some ambient ,downbeat music which is 
named „Unknown Reality“. There I combine 
my roots as a guitar player, percussionist 
with Field Recordings and try to create 
something floating…My latest release you 
can get here

Patchwork by Unknown Reality

– You also had  more alter-egos with 
some other projects that are maybe just 
single collaborations with other artists, 
for a few releases. Could you name some 
of them?
– There are track collaborations with 
Ivan (Techyon) which we release under 
the name „Holographic Brain“, and some 
more like Audioform, Marko (Imaginery 
Sight), S-Range, Franke to name a few… 
It’s fun always to come together and make 
some music, creating a story together and 
transform it into Sounds…. and it gets you a 
lot of new inspiration for your own tracks….
– You have been producing from the 
middle of the 9O’s and had already 
travelled across the main stages and 
underground parties with the Rastaliens 
project in the first years of 2OOO, so 
you had a 1st row view on its journey 
to 2O14. What do you think about the 
development of the style? The psytrance 
subgenres were the most progressive 
styles 5-1O-15 years ago. Do you agree 
with this, or not?
– I mean, the sound always keeps evolving 
and develops in different and new direc-
tions,… a big part is the technology. i mean 
years ago there were no sequencers like 
nowadays where you could record your 
synthesizers and drums, and now you have 
a whole orchestra sitting in your laptop and 
there are so much toys around to get your 
ideas into music…. but music styles always 
changed over the years, so I’m curious 
where it goes ;) I’m curious…..as long as the 
music keeps its story, stays interesting and 
there are sounds which take you to other 
places, I’m enjoying it, and i think that’s 
what’s music for… doesn’t matter which 
subgenres it belongs to, I’m up for a lot of 
styles, no boundaries here.

– Let’s talk about Rastaliens for a while. 
You said you managed it with “Southwild” 
Jay, but you haven’t had gigs in the past 
years. It’s not a secret that you will have 
new gigs again together as a live act, also 
this year on O.Z.O.R.A. festival’s main 
stage.
– Yeah,we are back on track, trying to 
create some more music for the dancefloor. 

and lets see where it goes, we didn’t made 
so much the last years together, cause both 
of us are busy with our own projects, plus 
we don’t live next to each other anymore… 
but we send us loops and music we record 
and than combine these ideas to some new 
Rasta tracks…. looking forward to rock 
Ozora with that project….we don’t have an 
idea yet, exactly what we will play, but I’m 
sure it will be fun for all of us ;)
– With 5  albums and some EPs, and 
new releases on different compilations, 
Braincell is quite a productive project. 
All albums sound a little different in 
concept but still on the recognizable, 
specific style. How can you translate 
the evolution of the style, its “sound” to 
yourself, what affected your work the 
most, what are your inspirations?
– As I’m getting nearly all my inspirations 
from everywhere i go, i need to get that 
stuff out of my mind, so may i  have a quite 
big output… and i like jamming around, and 
that are mostly the moments, when I get 
some ideas and later put into a structure… 
and it keeps me going, cause of all expe-
riences i had so far, its years away from 
stopping, so im glad ;)
Playing around on festivals and travelling 
gets my a looot ideas as well, which for 
me is one of the most important… to get 
feedback from the music you do and meet 
other countries and cultures.
As im doing also workshops for musicians 
and sound design etc. im always confron-
tated with new situations and music, which 
gives me inspiration as well for doing new 
tracks… and for getting to your questions, 
i guess thats why all the music i do, various 
from time to time cause of the different 
experiences and situations in life.
– How about performing your music live 
on stage? How was this before and how 
is it now?  
– My live sets are a mix of prepared 
structure from the original tracks plus in-
struments and midi loops i play on top plus 
effects etc. but that doesnt mean to much i 
guess. short to say, as technology got more 
advanced for making music on stage and 
possibilities are growing its getting more 
and more interactive…. and because of this 
its more interactive with the dance floor.
In the old days we used big hardware 
samplers , 16 channel mixers and synths 
(korg trident etc.) to perform on stage, but 
luckily it went a bit more easier to carry 
around with new technologies coming along.
And nowadays whats fun are all this new 
toys (speaking of controllers, ipads and such 
things).. it’s amazing and exciting to use the 
new technology for making music and put 
peoples facing to smile and enjoy…
– Your New EP “Spiral Energies” will 
be released in just a few days under 
China based label “Goa Productions”. 
It contains tracks from Braincell, Solar 
Spectrum, and Unknown Reality and on 
the week of the release it’s going to be 
followed by a China Tour, which is quite 
a new place and a young scene in this 
style. Where is this collaboration from?
– Yeah, the release is out now and its nice 
to present all projects on an EP. the release 
was a promo to push the projects in China. 
Pete from Goa Productions was doing a 
great job and organised the whole tour. 
it was a pleasure to go there and i had an 
amazing time (looking forward to the next 
trip) Iiknow Pete for a long time, back since 
he worked for T.I.P. etc. And as he trys to 
push the Psytrance Scene in China, im glad 
to help him with that.

Spiral Energy by Various

– You have released albums at different 
labels. Why do you move from one to 
another?  How do you feel about the 
future of releasing music and online 
music stores, which has become very 
popular in electronic music?
– Most of the labels I was working with till 
now became good friendships as well, but I 
also try to release on different ones to reach 
more people with the projects i do. in the 
moment I’m with boom records again which 

I’m very happy about and it was always a 
pleasure to work with them as long as i can 
remember….
On the releasing side… most important, 
music is for people and to enjoying it, so 
think the more direct communication with 
people who support my music becomes 
more important and I think bandcamp etc 
are a good chance to stay in interaction with 
fans… but labels are still very important and 
without their work I’m not sure if we would 
have a scene like this around the planet, and 
I’m happy to promote the labels and help to 
keep them going and growing…
– Do you have any favorite artists now, 
either from the scene or from different 
musical genres that you are following 
more or like their work?
– What i like in the moment is Audioform, 
Franke & Illinton and some more, but 
nothing specific actually… I’m listening to 
a lot of ambient stuff from ultimae rec. and 

some hippy dippy rock and it can be also 
Tool for a while. No restrictions ;)
– How do you see differences in different 
countries, like, where psytrance is more 
popular or still very underground?
– Hard to say basically, cause i have the 
feeling that everywhere on the planet we 
can see that the scene is still getting bigger 
and more popular. What differs between the 
countries are the people and   their culture 
and their landscape.
– So, very soon you can fill the Ozorian 
valley with the sounds of different 
projects , which we are really happy 
about. How was your first O.Z.O.R.A. last 
year?
– I enjoyed the last Ozora very much, niiiice 
people and vibe on the dancefloor and i had 
a great time with good old friends… and 
new ones…. what to say, loved it and happy 
to be involved this year again, let’s have 
some fun and see you soon ;)
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 BUCK THE TREND

COOKING GROOVE

by Blaze

All here, we colourful people. Today the Cooking 
Grove celebrates traditional Hungarian cereals 
and their use in making sweet and savoury baked 
goods. Ágnes Kapolka and Kamilla Nagy will 
lead you with their assured hand through these 
on a two-day workshop on Thursday and Friday.  
Traditional cereals are making a comeback 
all over the Western world, where they were 
pushed out by wheat pumped up by nitrogen fer-
tilizers. They are often a healthier alternative 
to wheat.  Buckwheat for example (not a real 
cereal, as it is, basically, the seed of a flower) 
as the ladies tell us, has a very high nutritional 
value and, due to its richness in fibre, minerals 
and vitamins, is not only a good cure for liver 
disease and for constipation, but also a healthy 
alternative to wheat. 
Been there, done that. We have already featured 
a pogácsa, a traditional Eastern European recipe 
in these pages. However, as everyone in the 
Balkans and Hungary knows, everyone’s pogácsa 
is different, so here we bring you a buckwheat 
pogácsa, a twist on the original one prepared 
from white flour.

RECIPE: BUCKWHEAT POGÁCSA
Ingredients

• 200 g buckwheat flour

• 200 g wheat flour

• 2 teaspoons baking soda

• 2 teaspoons salt

• 3 teaspoons sugar

• 2t ablespoons lard

• 1 egg approx.

• 6 tablespoons sour cream

• 4 tablespoons ground poppy seeds

• Melted grease for lubrication

• A little flour for rolling

• Different seeds for the mandala decoration (pumpkin,  

 poppy, sunflower seeds, linseed, cumin, paprika)

Stuffed pogi

Making a basic, white flour pogácsa in Mango’s words: 

“Work the flour with the butter (or oil) to a totally 

homogenic dough; add a bit of pepper. Add a salt. I 

suggest adding sheep’s cheese to the dough, in this case, 

use less salt. You need to rest this dough (a few hours 

is ideal). Roll the dough into about a cm and a half in 

width. Use a small round cutter to cut round shapes 

from the dough. Paint the tops with egg whites. On top 

of your pogácsas you can put cheese (smoked cheese is 

best), fried onions, bacon, linenseed, cumin. The oven has 

to be approximately freakin’ hot. Bake for 15-20 minutes, 

depending on the oven. I often prepare stuffed pogácsa 

– for this you cook a ratatouille of various vegetables, 

roll the dough about half a centimetre thick, cut into 

discs of about 15 cms in diameter, put the drained vege-

tables in the middle, pull  up the sides and push together 

so that the filling doesn’t spill out. 

OFF THE MAP 

 There are tasks that require the deepest patience, but probably no-one in Ozora this 
year went as deep in a meditative task like Fruzsina Dolnik. She crocheted for structures 
on the festival grounds for three months. Here she tells us about her work. 
 There is no symbolic whatsoever involved. I simply learnt crocheting in primary school, 
and I study textiles at the arts academy  - this way, I can approach larger projects with 
great confidence. 
Last year we were also here for a month, and crocheted for the Tea Shack. However, 
after we took them in for winter, they were lost, so we had to do these again. We started 
very early this year, in March and April we made three sculptures, one above the Main 
Stage which is called Ipu and it’s an imaginary sculpture, and a fish next to the Tea 
Shack. My boyfriend Márk was welding metal pieces together, and using wood also. 
That’s how we built for one and a half months. 
 Then I came back with my colleagues, Évi and Hanna at the beginning of June to work 
on the Seven Headed Garden and other projects, such as flower holders for the Cooking 
Grove and Bushyland, shading for the Tea Shack.  We are three on the team, but for the 
last week Vera form the Cooking Grove joined us and now we are four. Next year we will 
be working together with her also. 

 It just occurred to me that they are these huge... . frames that wait to be filled in with 
crocheted material. Anything can be used. That’s the way I walk around here. We already 
talked with the girls about what to do next year. 
 March and April were very cold, that was the hard part. However, the fact that only 
the two of us were here in the whole area, me and my beloved, that was incredible. If 
there are many people around, what you do gets fragmented. This is a job you go deep 
into. 
 In the spring I was with Márk, a man who can build the structures that I can’t. Through 
him I could release my fantasy, and be much more free in imagining. This was wonderful.
 I love the interplay between metal and crocheting. These are two materials that look 
good together. There is also a beautiful contrast involved here – these are large, coarse 
structures made from rusted metal, and then you have this fine handwork to soften them.

We talk to Babett Bartus, 
organiser of the Dragon 
Nest team's latest en-
terprise, which aims to 
bring together the various 
and often wildly diverse 
musical worlds and their 
representatives in the 
Melting Pot at Artibarn.  
Each night you will taste 
true musical delicacies, 
overstepping boundaries 
with a light – or heavy 
– step. If you liked the 
sublimely extatic perfor-
mance of Félix Lajkó and 
Óperentzia at the Main 
Stage and at Dragon Nest, 
then this is your place.
“Tell me about the basic 
concept of Melting Pot.”  

 “We have gathered the 
artists from the stage who 
are open to some open 
jamming, who are ready 
to step beyond their own 
performances. So on a 
night we would have a 
Dragon Nest, a Main 
Stage and a Chill artist 
playing together. It forms 
freely. It starts around 
9 every day and lasts 
until around one in the 
morning, but of course 
this may all change. 
The jam isn’t open in a 
way the anyone can bring 
their djembe and join in, 
we had to give it a kind 
of framework, so only the 
artists selected by us will 

be on stage. We put some 
ideas together, threw 
some artists against each 
other from all the four 
stages, and simply put the 
question to them: would 
you like to participate? 
No-one said no.” 
“So... did you try to mash 
things up, and be brave, 
or were you looking 
for a harmonic, organic 
approach, trying to fit the 
musicians together?” 
“No, the first one. We 
wanted to see exciting 
results., we didn’t go for 
a safe solution. There will 
be flute, for example one 
night, paired with a DJ. 
I believe that electronic 

musical things go very 
well together with world 
music.
For example the artist at 
the opening, Félix Lajkó. 
He plays folk music, but 
he is psychedelia at its 
best and deepest. He was 
opening the stage with 
Óperentzia. We will have 
the band playing tonight 
if you enjoyed that kind 
of music. But every night 
promises to be similarly 
exciting. 

IF YOU WISH
TO PARTICIPATE
IN A JAM,
START ONE!  

THROWING ARTISTS AGAINST EACH OTHER
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 The  LITTLE OWL  (lat: Athene noctua) is a  bird  that 
inhabits much of the temperate and warmer parts 
of Europe, Asia east to Korea, and north Africa. 

Interesting fact - The little owl is closely associated with the 
Greek goddess  Athena  and the Roman goddess  Minerva, 
and hence represents wisdom and knowledge. The name of 
the genus (a family of animals) of owls, Athene commemo-
rates the goddess, whose original role was a goddess of the 
night. Pls note: the owls are not what they seem…

 OZOORA

00:00 SHORT MOVIES

00:30 MIND GAME

02:15 BARAKA

03:45 MICROCOSMOS

 

 PumPui CinEmATimETAbLE CHAnGES
On CHiLL STAGE

Parahalu Thursday
Adam from Para Halu and Psylife Records, who is playing a set with his chill-out alterego 
Traum Atlas (Saturday 8am in the Dome) told us a bit about his personal highlights for 
Thursday.

“Thursday night on the main stage with INGRAINED INSTINCTS and KINDZADZA, and 
Parvati label head GIUSEPPE’s set as a bridge in between the two of them, should make a 
highly interesting and wild trip. I will also check out the legends ASTRAL PROJECTION 
who inspired and influenced me a lot in the end of the 90s. Thursday seems full of nice 
treats actually, SYSTEM 7 is also playing with psychedelic pioneer Steve Hillage, who’s 
music from the 70s, especially the album “Green”, was another huge inspiration for me. 
Also looking forward to hear Marcus Henriksson, one half of Son Kite/Minilogue, 
who is also playing in the Chill later. After a short break JUNO REACTOR is performing 
a live show on the main stage which is always something special and out of this world. I also 
really like Dragon Nest stage as an alternative to all the other stages. Pretty much any time 
you go there you can catch something really cool, mostly instrumental and highly psyche-
delic. In the Chambok House Australian psytrance veteran Ray Castle from legendary 
projects like The Visitor is doing a lecture about “Transpersonal Dancefloor versus En-
tertainment Stage Show” which I’m really looking forward to. In the afternoon he is also 
doing a round table talk with Graham St. John about psychedelic culture which should 
be a nice food for thought as well. In the Artibarn there are spontaneous improvisational 
jamming sessions with selected artists performing on other stages of the festival, starting 
every day around sunset. I’m also supposed to do a session there on Friday night with my 
old friend Kalumet and Ajja.“ – tempoanpassen

ZOÁRd (8) 

SAYS:

i Am 

CHASinG 

PRinCESSES

continued from page 1 >

Not just "little green men", but an understanding of the infinite diverse ecology of 
beingness and consciousness, not just a flat OM shaped unity.
I believe it is foolish, arrogant and narrow minded of western culture to relegate 
these entheogenic experiences to simply represent the primitive, magical and 
archaic, especially when western people, are able with these tools to have spiritual 
experiences which are startlingly in alignment with the insights of pretty much all 
religions and traditional understandings of reality. 
Coming to useful understandings of meaning, insight and value, I believe are crucial 
if we are transform redundant drug policies and bring about an evolution of con-
structive cultures of conscious people.
After missing my flight and subsequent talk (I slept through my 4.33am alarm!) I'll 
now be giving my talk at 5.30pm Chambok House, Saturday the 6th of August. 

http://www.julianpalmerism.com
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1:00 DJ Josko

4:00 Brando Lupi

7:00 Claudio PRC

10:00 Marcus Henriksson a.k.a. Minilogue

13:00 Loud in Dub

15:00 Bernie vs. eDina

18:00 Al&Go

 Behind this brand new projeCt
 is Pavel Goatika & John Alwoods
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20:00 Aliji

22:00 Younger Brother

00:00 Kalumet a.k.a. Trevor McGrevor
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